
AGTA Collection – Affordable Red Carpet Access for AGTA Members 
 
The 84th Annual Academy Awards® is a huge event in the fashion world, with clothing 
and accessories designers jockeying for a position on the Red Carpet.  In many cases, the 
celebrities are “ambassadors” for specific brands, but most of the time their stylists are 
choosing the gowns and jewelry that makes them look their best.  AGTA established the 
American Gem Trade Association Collection™ to ensure that celebrities and their stylists 
have great colored gemstone and pearl jewelry options available to them.  At the same 
time, AGTA offers its Members the opportunity to have their jewelry at the most 
influential events at an affordable cost. 
 
Take this year’s Academy Awards as an example.  The AGTA Collection was comprised 
of 26 pieces from 12 participating AGTA Members.  The Members ranged from 
designers like Dallas Prince, Leslie Weinberg and Pamela Huizenga to retail jewelers like 
Underwoods Jewelers in Fayetteville, AR, Pave’ Fine Jewelers in Oakland, CA, and 
Shaftel Diamond Co. in Houston, TX, to the Somewhere in the Rainbow private 
collection.  Their submissions included a wide variety of gemstones and pearl jewelry, 
featuring classic sapphires, emeralds and South Sea pearls to spinels, tourmalines, drusy, 
tanzanite, topaz and aquamarines.   The AGTA Collection was on display in the by-
appointment-only StyleLab Suite, hosted by jewelry expert and television commentator 
Michael O’Connor. 
 
The celebrities and/or their stylists visit the suite looking for the perfect jewelry to wear 
to the Oscars and associated parties.  All of the jewelry is available to them to borrow and 
is insured while in their possession, which is especially important when some of the 
pieces are valued at $1 million or more.  In most cases they will bring their gowns with 
them to make sure the color and style they select will work.  They may also select one 
piece one day then change their mind (or dress) and select something different the next 
day.  Being under the microscope of the fashion critics ensures that there is a lot of 
careful consideration in making their final decision. 
 

                 
                Barbara Eve Harris of CSI                               Marit Brook-Kothlow with stylist 
     admiring a spinel suite in the light                   Michael O’Connor and jewelry from 
                  from Somewhere in the Rainbow.                     D&M Creations Studio. 



Ashley Fink, a cast member of Glee, had chosen a purple gown for the Elton John Oscar 
party.  So she looked at Gumuchian’s vintage-inspired tanzanite tassel earrings, then 
some pretty emerald earrings from Gemfields before finally selecting a great pair of 
rubellite, mandarin garnet and diamond earrings from Bhojwani to wear.  When it comes 
to making the final decision, it is all about the color and style that best matches the 
person’s personality and look. 
 

 
Ashley Fink in Gumuchian……                 in Gemfields…..                                     and finally, Bhojwani. 
 
An important part of AGTA’s mission is the promotion of colored gemstones and 
cultured pearls.  So, it is vitally important that the organization does all that it can to 
ensure that that the right people are wearing the “right” jewelry at the right time.  This is 
especially important with trend-setting celebrities.  This means the AGTA Collection is 
available to celebrities at the Golden Globes, Academy Awards and Emmys.  AGTA also 
works closely with stylists in television, movies and magazine editors to place colored 
gemstone and pearl jewelry from its members.  If you are an AGTA Member, you can 
participate by contacting Adam Graham at adam@agta.org.  If you are not an AGTA 
Member, maybe now is the time to join by contacting Joshua Garcia at Joshua@agta.org. 
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